
When we consider the type of systems that we’re going to review, the definition from 
recent workshops can be useful. In particular, we’re looking at platforms, which are 
software system that have a “technical framework on which one or more applications 
may be run and where data are kept” – notice the importance of managing the data. 
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Some of the recommendations for platforms include above – they are about the way 
data are collected and str
Platforms, portals and apps should have an API to share as much data as possible, and 
open API standards should be followed where possible.
There should be transparency about what data are collected and where data is stored.
The licenses of data, source code and other resources should allow for re-use. Pay 
attention to the differing restrictions of different open licenses.
If sharing data and other resources with other countries, pay attention to national and 
international differences in licensing.
When writing the code, take into account the different levels of technical ability and 
keep reusability in mind (i.e. new projects can reuse the app or platform, and it should 
not be too hard to adapt the code for their purposes), especially coding conventions 
should be followed to ease take up. It is preferable to open source the code base, but 
there are contextual situations where some limited closeness is necessary (e.g. long-
term monitoring projects that require aggregation over time, and therefore consistency 
of the code base).
If sharing code, think about sustainability and discoverability. Examples are Github or the 
Astrophysics Source Code Library (ASCL) for source code in astrophysics.
Re-use also refers to the design (e.g. icons, and interaction), therefore, design should be 
based on existing standards if applicable (e.g. ISO/FDIS 9241-11 Ergonomics of human 
interaction). Design should be innovative but familiar. But be aware existing standards 
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are in some instances not free to use and need additional investment of resources.
Existing fit-for-purpose platforms/project-portals/apps (and the communities using them) 
should be taken into account for re-use. We recommend that existing tools are built on 
and developed to the next level.
New developments should be well documented, if possible also in English (including the 
scope of use, any assumptions made, known limitations, and implications when using a 
particular solution).
If possible, use modular development of apps and platforms.
Consider multi-lingual translations of project documentation depending on the scale of 
the project.
If possible, use open standards for data and metadata, and use distribution services that 
make these accessible.
Examples include ALA - BioCollect, SciStarter, PPSR-CORE - CitSci.org, The US Federal 
Crowdsourcing and Citizen Science Catalog, Dublin Core, GBIF - IPT, Project Open Data 
Metadata Schema - POD v1.1, CKAN API, DCAT, Schema.org, OGC, CobWeb, ADIwg, ISO 
19115/19110, Inspire) until a recommendation is made available by CSA-ECSA-ACSA 
(foreseen by October 2017).
Each observation site/data point should have a universally unique identifier (UUID coming 
from an existing standard).
Implement interoperable quality assurance procedures (especially including validation 
processes).
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“We built a citizen science website (www.citsci.org) between 2005 and 2008 to support 
volunteers who collect and report invasive species data (Crall et al. 2010). The website 
uses technology developed by our team (Graham et al. 2007) and engineered to provide 
fast and reliable online interactive mapping capabilities at multiple spatial and temporal 
scales. This technology drives several related websites through targeted web skins, 
including the USGS National Institute of Invasive Species Science (www.niiss.org), the 
Global Invasive Species Information Network (www.niiss.org/gisin; Graham et al. 2009), 
an environmental literacy assessment website (www.niiss.org/msp), and a website 
dedicated to the invasive species Tamarisk (www.tamariskmap.org)”  (p. 1854) 
“
Sources: Newman, G., Zimmerman, D., Crall, A., Laituri, M., Graham, J. and Stapel, L., 
2010. User-friendly web mapping: lessons from a citizen science website. International 
Journal of Geographical Information Science, 24(12), pp.1851-1869. 
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“The CitSci.org support platform (www.citsci.org) provides free and universal access for 
anyone to create citizen science projects. CitSci.org supports the entire data life cycle—
the process from acquiring data to producing useful information—for 200+ projects 
(encompassing more than 407,000 measurements) by providing a centralized system for 
project coordinators to manage members, create custom online datasheets, explore and 
visualize data in real time, and download open data (from their own and other projects).

CitSci.org presently includes features supporting more rigorous sampling designs than 
traditional point observations, such as transects, nested-plots, and treatment 
replications; data quality assurance via predetermined sampling locations, species pick-
lists, and acceptable data value ranges; and data validation by means of summary 
statistics and data exploration and visualization tools. Project coordinators can create 
their own measurements or use existing measurements, which are contained and 
searchable in an online registry across all projects. During the datasheet creation 
process, project coordinators are prompted to specify units of measurements for the 
various attributes volunteers are asked to measure. Additional features include dynamic 
real-time data visualizations, maps, and summary statistics and robust volunteer 
management features, including member communication tools, project forums, and 
evaluation tools. Despite this rather comprehensive suite of tools, barriers to more 
efficient and complete metadata documentation of citizen science data still remain. For 
example, specific documentation detailing original research questions, sampling designs, 
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protocols, and methods could help scientists better appraise the value and applicability of 
the data available to appropriately synthesize data collected by citizen scientists for 
possible future reuse.”
Wang, Y., Kaplan, N., Newman, G. and Scarpino, R., 2015. CitSci. org: A new model for 
managing, documenting, and sharing citizen science data. PLoS biology, 13(10), 
p.e1002280.
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From the website: “Indicia provides a solution for developing online biological recording. 
A toolkit that simplifies the construction of websites, Indicia supports wildlife 
observation recording forms that are as simple or advanced as you need, allow photo 
upload, reporting, mapping and verification of the records. By providing these facilities 
via a comprehensive set of highly configurable components, Indicia can be used to build 
diverse and unique recording solutions, which avoid reinventing the wheel and minimise 
the cost of development.
Indicia is not an off the shelf solution for online recording. Rather, it is a toolkit that 
simplifies the development by providing ready-made components required to build 
online recording websites. Indicia provides a set of services, tools and examples that can 
be added to almost any website to provide rich online recording functionality.” 

Notice  - it’s a system to allow the development of website, and it is the basis of iRecord
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From the announcement “iRecord is a website for sharing wildlife observations, 
including associated photos – you can register quickly and for free. Once you’ve 
registered, you can add your own biological records for other to see, and you can see 
what has been recorded by others. Your data will be kept secure and will be regularly 
backed up. Automatic checks will be applied to your observations to help spot potential 
errors, and experts can review your sightings. All wildlife sightings for non-sensitive 
species are shared with other users and will be made available to National Recording 
Schemes and Local Record Centres.

The goal of iRecord is to make it easier for wildlife sightings to be collated, checked by 
experts and made available to support research and decision-making at local and 
national levels.” 
iRecord also support specialised apps for a specific survey – for example, an app for the 
ladybirds survey which includes specialised forms and field guide. 
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Other platforms that we need to mentioned include iNaturalist and iSpot which we will 
see next week; Zooniverse (we’ve seen it in Week 3), IBM World Community Grid from 
volunteer computing projects, and there is also SciStarter that allow you to promote 
projects and manage participation. There is also a dedicated commercial system –
ArcGIS online Citizen Science reporter. There are plenty other systems – we will hear 
about EarthWatch system in the next hour. 
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